Town of
Ladysmith

Investment
Attraction Project
Ladysmith
Population: 8,537

This investment attraction tool includes a website and
mobile app. Both platforms support the attraction of
residential and commercial developers and local start-ups.
The tools also inform companies of opportunities where
they may fill gaps in the local market.

2 Investment Attraction Tool
The website includes a database of key
business, commercial and industrial property
investment opportunities; labour force
indicators; enhanced community profile;
development of approval process and tax
incentive information; key investment
contacts; Ladysmith waterfront project profile;
and investment attraction profiles for Oyster
Bay and the Nanaimo Airport. The mobile
app supports investment exposure and
provide investors, residents and visitors
with information on cultural
history, business and
investment opportunities,
First Nations and industrial
heritage of the community.

Funding built a robust
website, a community
profile and a mobile
app for Ladysmith.

Before the investment tool, Ladysmith’s business, First
Nation, political and non-profit sectors each played their own
separate roles in promoting their community as an attractive
location to visit, live, work and invest in. A 2017 ICET-supported
Economic Development Strategy indicated a strong need
for a partnered investment attraction tool as an immediate
foundational next step in promoting one of British Columbia’s
fastest growing communities.
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4 Process
This tool builds on recent branding work
completed by the Town of Ladysmith and
the Ladysmith Chamber of Commerce.
It is the culmination of local stakeholders
working together to create a common
tool enhancing the Town’s profile.
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5 Community Impact
The community will
benefit economically from
increased investment
in local business
opportunities in Ladysmith
and surrounding area;
heightened awareness of
business investment and
succession options; and
expanded collaboration
between local economic
development stakeholders.

$ 27,500
ICET Funding

1 Context

2

3 ICET Partnership

50%
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6 Regional impact
The tool may eventually
serve as a best practice for
the digital promotion of
economic development
opportunities
in the region.
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7 Spin-off benefits
In the early days of COVID, the website allowed local
businesses to quickly pivot their sales and services online.
The app, as a built-in social distancing tool, offers an
ideal pandemic response by keeping people aware of
opportunities as they become available and making
them more accessible to visitors.

This tool allows us to capture people’s interest as they come from across the Island and really
highlight what sets us apart as a community. Mark Drysdale, Executive Director Ladysmith Chamber of Commerce

